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The present paper introduces a very simple, but very useful notion of the so
called quasi-extension of l 1-operators and proves that a large class of topological
vector spaces admit continuous hypercyclic operators. In particular, it answers
in the affirmative a question of S. Rolewicz, posed in 1969, whether or not every
infinite dimensional separable Banach space admits a continuous hypercyclic
operator.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
All the topological vector spaces considered here are infinite dimensional
separable and are over the field K of either real numbers or complex num-
bers. In what follows by the word operator we shall mean a continuous
linear map. For any Banach space B an element x # B is said to be hyper-
cyclic for an operator T: B  B, if the set [x, Tx, T 2x, ...] is norm dense
and T is said to hypercyclic if it has a hypercyclic vector. An element x of
a Banach space is said to be supercyclic for an operator T on the space, if
the set [rT nx: r # K, n # Z+] is dense in the space. An operator T is said
to be supercyclic if it has a supercyclic vector. These definitions make
sense even if the space is a topological vector space. R. M. Gethner and
J. H. Shapiro [7] have dealt with hypercyclicity in topological vector
spaces. In 1969 S. Rolewicz [15] asked the question if every infinite dimen-
sional separable Banach space admits a hypercyclic operator. This question
appeared also in [9], [12], and [16]. G. Herzog [12] proved that every
infinite dimensional Banach space admits a supercyclic operator, but the
question of S. Rolewicz regarding hypercyclic operators had remained
open. K. Chan and J. H. Shapiro [5] proved that for certain types of
unilateral weighted backward shifts T on Hilbert space the operator I+T
is hypercyclic. G. Godefroy and J. H. Shapiro [8] asked the question
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whether I+T is hypercyclic on a Hilbert space if T is a quasinilpotent
unilateral weighted backward shift. A similar question was asked also in
[5]. In [16] H. Salas proves that for any backward weighted shift
T: l p  l p (for 1p<) with positive weights, I+T is hypercyclic. In this
paper we introduce the notions of quasi-extension of an l 1-operator
(Definition 5), local l 1-convexity (Definition 3) and l 1-completeness
(Definition 2). Employing these notions along with the result of H. Salas
mentioned above, we prove the existence of hypercyclic operators on a
large class of topological vector spaces (Theorem 1). In 1929 G. D.
Birkhoff proved the existence of a hypercyclic operator on a certain com-
plete metrizable locally convex space. A corollary of Theorem 1(c) is that
all complete metrizable locally convex spaces (in particular all Banach
spaces) admit continuous hypercyclic operators. Thus, in particular
Theorem 1(c) answers the question of S. Rolewicz in the affirmative. The
concept of quasi-extension of an l 1-operator is useful in dealing with
cyclicity and is interesting in its own right too.
EXISTENCE OF HYPERCYCLIC OPERATORS ON
TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES
Recall that if (xn) is a sequence in a topological vector space X and ( fn)
is a sequence in the dual space of X, then [xn , fn] is said to be a
biorthogonal system if fm(xn)=$m, n and the linear span of (xn) is dense
in X.
Definition 1. Let X be a topological vector space. Let (xn) be a
sequence in X and ( fn) be a sequence in the dual space of X. Then,
[xn , fn] is said to be a bounded biorthogonal system if the following hold
true:
(1) The linear span of [xn] is dense in X.
(2) For all positive integers m and n, fn(xn)>0 and fn(xm)=0 if
n{m.
(3) Both (xn) and ( fn) are bounded sequences.
A bounded biorthogonal system [xn , fn] is said to be equicontinuous if the
sequence ( fn) is equicontinuous with respect to the topology of X.
Note 1. In the above definition we do not impose the condition that
‘‘fn(xn)=1,’’ but only that ‘‘fn(xn)>0.’’
Definition 2. A topological vector space X is said to be l 1-complete
with respect to a bounded sequence (xn) in X if for any sequence (tn) of
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real numbers for which n=1 |tn |<, the series 

n=1 tnxn converges
in X. If [xn , fn] is a bounded biorthogonal system and X is l 1-complete
with respect to (xn), we shall say that X is l 1-complete with respect to
[xn , fn].
Definition 3. Suppose a topological vector space X is l 1-complete with
respect to a bounded sequence (xn). Then, X is said to be locally l 1-convex
if for each neighborhood U of the origin, there exists a t>0 such that tU
contains n=1 tnxn whenever 

n=1 |tn |1.
Note 2. A topological vector space may not be l 1-complete (or l 1-con-
vex) with respect to a bounded sequence (xn), but it may be l 1-complete (or
l 1-convex) with respect to (snxn) for some sequence (sn) of real numbers
converging rapidly to zero. A topological vector space is l 1-complete (or
locally l 1-convex) with respect to a bounded sequence iff it is l 1-complete (or
locally l 1-convex) with respect to a sequence converging to the origin.
Definition 4. Suppose X is a topological vector space with a biorthog-
onal system [xn , fn] such that (xn) is bounded. Suppose X is l 1-complete
with respect to (xn). Let X1=[n=1 an xn: an # K, 

n=1 |an |<]. Define
a norm on X1 by &n=1 anxn &1=

n=1 |an |. Then, (X1 , & }&1) is a Banach
space and J: l 1  X1 defined by Jen=xn , where (en) is the standard unit
vector basis of l 1, is an isomorphism. The space X1 (=(X1 , & }&1)) is called
the l 1-space associated with the biorthogonal system [xn , fn].
Definition 5. Let X be a topological vector space and X1 be the
l 1-space associated with a biorthogonal system [xn , fn], where (xn) is a
bounded sequence. Let J: l 1  X1 be the natural isomorphism. Let
T: l 1  l 1 be a continuous operator. An operator T : X  X is said to be a
quasi-extension of T if T | X1=JTJ
&1.
Remark 1. Let X be a toplogical vector space.
(1) If X is locally convex, a simple and well known application of
Hahn-Banach theorem gives a biorthogonal system for X.
(2) If X contains a bounded absorbing set (in particular if X is first
countable), then for any sequence (xn) in X, there exists a sequence (sn) of
positive real numbers such that (snxn) is bounded.
(3) If X is locally convex and contains a bounded absorbing set, then
the dual space of X contains a bounded absorbing set. Consequently, X
admits a bounded biorthogonal system.
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(4) If X is first countable (equivalently, if X is metrizable), then for
any sequence ( fn) in the dual space of X, there exists a sequence (sn) of
positive real numbers such that (sn fn) is equicontinuous.
(5) If X is metrizable and locally convex, then the dual space of X is
Mackey complete. (This follows from a theorem of A. Grothendieck.)
Lemma 1. For a topological vector space X, the following hold true:
(1) If X is locally convex and l 1-complete with respect to a bounded
biorthogonal system [xn , fn], then X is locally l 1-convex.
(2) X is locally l 1-convex with respect to a bounded biorthogonal
system [xn , fn] iff the identity map I: (X1 , & }&1)  (X1 , {1) is continuous,
where {1 denotes the restriction of the topology of X to X1 .
(3) If X is locally l 1-convex with respect to a bounded biorthogonal
system [xn , fn], then a subset of X1 is dense in X whenever it is dense in
& }&1 .
Proof. (1) Let { denote the topology of X. We shall first see that the
identity map from (X1 , & }&1)  (X, {) is continuous. Let ( y:) be a net in X1
such that y:  y with respect to & }&1 for some y in X1 . We need to show
that y:  y with respect to the topology of X. Since the space is locally
convex, it is enough to show that y:  y in the Mackey topology of X.
Recall that y:  y in the Mackey topology iff for any equicontinuous sub-
set K of the dual space, f ( y:)  f ( y) uniformly on K. Since (xn) is bounded
and K is equicontinuous, there is a constant M such that | f (xn)|M
for all n and \f # K. Let y:=n=1 a:, nxn and y=

n=1 anxn . Then,
| f ( y:)& f ( y)|n=1 |a:, n&an | | f (xn)|&y:& y&1 M  0. It follows that
the identity map I: (X1 , & }&1)  (X1 , {) is continuous. Part (1) is now
clear. (2) is the definition of continuity of the identity map. (3) follows
from (2). K
Theorem 1. Suppose X is a topological vector space with a bounded
biorthogonal system [xn , fn]. Suppose X is l 1-complete with respect to (xn).
(a) If T : X  X is continuous and T (xn)=wn xn&1 for some bounded
sequence (wn) of positive real numbers, then IX+T is hypercyclic.
(b) If X is locally convex and the dual space of X is Mackey complete
then, X admits a hypercyclic operator.
(c) If X is locally l 1-convex with respect to (xn) and ( fn) is equi-
continuous, then X admits a hypercyclic operator.
Proof. (a) Let T : l 1  l 1 be the linear operator defined by T(en)=
wnen&1 . Let X1 be the l 1-space associated with the bounded biorthogonal
system [xn , fn]. It is clear that T is a quasi-extension of T. So, IX+T is
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a quasi-extension of Il1+T. By a result of H. Salas [16], Il1+T has a
hypercyclic vector x in l 1. Let J: l 1  X1 be the natural isomorphism. Then,
[Jx, (IX+T ) Jx, (IX+T )2 Jx, ...] is a dense subset of (X1 , & }&1). So, by
Lemma 1 this set is dense in X. That is, Jx is hypercyclic for IX+T .
(b) If ( fn(xn)) is not a bounded sequence, we can find a sequence (sn)
of positive real numbers such that (sn fn(xn)) is bounded. We can replace
( fn) by the new sequence (gn)=(sn fn) so that (gn(xn)) is bounded. So,
without loss of generality we shall assume that ( fn(xn)) is bounded. Let (tn)
be any sequence of positive real numbers with n=1 tn<1. Define
T : X  X as follows. Let T x=n=1 tn fn+1(x) xn . We shall show that T is
weakly continuous. (Recall that since X is locally convex, a linear map on
X is weakly continuous iff it is continuous with respect to the topology of
X.) It is an elementary fact that a linear map A is weakly continuous iff
goA is weakly continuous for every weakly continuous linear functional g
on X. By a result of A. Grothendieck (see [p. 145, 13]), since X is Mackey
complete, goA is weakly continuous iff it is weakly continuous on all equi-
continuous subsets of X. So, we shall prove that goT is weakly continuous
on all equicontinuous subsets of X. Let S be any equicontinuous subset of
X and let ( y:) be any net in S converging weakly to some y in S. Since ( y:)
is equicontinuous and ( fn) is bounded, there is a constant M such that
| fn( y:)|M for all n and for all : and | fn( y)|M for all n. Also, since
(xn) is bounded, there is a constant N such that | g(xn)|N for all n. Let
=>0 be arbitrary. There exists an m such that n=m+1 tn2MN<=. There
exists an :0 such that | fn( y:& y)|<=N &1 for all :>:0 and for n=
1, 2, ..., m. | goT ( y:)&goT ( y)|mn=1 tn | fn( y:& y)| | g(xn)|+

n=m+1 tn
| fn( y:& y)| | g(xn)|2= for all ::0 . The conclusion follows from (a).
(c) Define T as above. That is, T x=n=1 tn fn+1(x) xn . The above
argument does not apply to prove the continuity of T , because the space
is not locally convex. In this case T is a nuclear operator and it is known
(see [p. 99, 17]) that a nuclear operator maps some open set into an equi-
continuous set. In partucular, nuclear operators are continuous. Now apply
(a) to get the conclusion. K
Corollary 1. Any complete metrizable locally convex space admits a
continuous hypercyclic operator. In particular, any Banach space admits a
bounded hypercyclic operator.
Proof. Any complete locally convex space is obviously l 1-complete and
locally l 1-convex with respect to any bounded sequence. By Remark 1(d),
any metrizable space admits an equicontinuous biorthogonal system. Now,
the corollary follows from Theorem 1(c). K
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Example. We thank Richard Aron who kindly showed us this Example
of a locally convex space which does not contain any absorbing bounded
set. Let C n=[(ai): ai # C, ai=0 \i>n]. Let X=n=1 C
n. Consider X with
the strongest topology under which all the injections Jn: C n  X are con-
tinuous. This is a locally convex topology and a subset of X is bounded iff
it is a bounded subset of Cn for some n. Clearly, in this space there is a
sequence (xn) such that (tnxn) is not bounded for any sequence (tn) of real
numbers.
Note 3. In [1] we proved that on a Banach space over the field of
complex numbers, if a vector x is hypercyclic for a bounded linear operator
T, then x is hypercyclic for T n for all n1. The same result remains true
if the underlying space is a locally convex space either over the field of real
numbers or the field of complex numbers. If the space is over the field of
complex numbers the same proof works well. If the space is over the field
of real numbers then we need to make a minor change. In this paper the
author considered the set V=[ p(T ) x=p(T ) is a polynomial], where x
was a hypercyclic vector for T. By a result of P. S. Bourdon, each element
of this set is hypercyclic if the space is over the field of complex numbers.
If the space is not over the field of complex numbers, then we don’t know
if p(T ) x is hypercyclic whenever x is. If we replace the set V by the set
W=[r1 tT n+1x+r2(1&t) T nx: r1 , r2 # R, t # [0, 1], n1], the proof in
[1] works for spaces over real numbers. We need only to check that each
element of the set W is hypercyclic if x is hypercyclic. This follows from the
result of C. Kitai [14] that for any real number s the operator (T&sI ) has
a dense range whenever T is hypercyclic. In [1] the author proved also
that on any Banach space over the field of complex numbers if x is super-
cyclic for a continuous operator T, then x is supercyclic for all positive
powers of T. The same proof works for any locally convex space over the
field of complex numbers or of real numbers. K
Problem 1. Suppose X is topological vector space or a Banach space
over the field of real numbers. Suppose T: X  X is a continuous operator
with a hypercyclic vector x. Is it true that P(T )x is hypercyclic for every
polynomial P(X) with real coefficients?
Problem 2. What locally convex spaces do not admit any bounded
biorthogonal system? What topological spaces do not admit equicontinuous
biorthogonal systems? There are topological vector spaces that do not sup-
port even a single nonzero continuous linear functional, for example L p[0, 1]
for 0<p<1 [6].
Problem 3. Let us say that a topological vector space is l 1-complete if
for any bounded sequence (xn) and any sequence (tn) of scalars with
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n=1 |tn |<, the series 

n=1 tnxn converges in the space. Do all the
l 1-complete topological vector spaces admit hypercyclic operators? Do the
spaces L p[0, 1] ( for 0<p<1) admit hypercyclic operators?
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